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Policy based file archiving  

Data archiving is a key component of data lifecycle management. With the right tools 
and policies in place, data archiving can help businesses control and manage their data. 
Proper archiving increases the capacity of production servers and laptops, shrinks the 
backup window, and significantly reduces operational and infrastructure costs.  
 
EVault ArcWare delivers automated policy based file archiving for moving older, unused 
or obsolete files off production line servers and storing them securely in a vault. Built 
on top of the same trusted infrastructure and innovative technology which drives 
EVault InfoStage, EVault ArcWare adds new capabilities which make it easy to deploy 
and manage your data environment. 
 

 
 
Features and Benefits 
 

Feature Benefit 

Automated, policy based Automatically moves older, unused or obsolete files off production 
servers to a secure vault, increasing storage capacity on servers and 
lowering infrastructure costs. 

Secure and efficient  Archived files are compressed and can be encrypted with 256 bit AES 
in transit and while in storage on the Vault to minimize size and 
ensure security of your sensitive data. 

Centralized deployment A single centralized server can archive files that reside on any 
network accessible share simplifying deployment. 

Web based management The intuitive Web based user interface can be easily accessed from 
any remote computer that is running Internet Explorer. 

Active archiving  Archive files remain easily accessible. End users simply double-click on 
a link file from their computer to retrieve the file without any IT 
involvement 

Integration with InfoStage Built on top of the same mature technology as EVault InfoStage, the 
Archive Server stores files in a Director vault and supports QuickShip 
vaults, Vault Backup Agent, Tiered Storage, and more. 

 

Key Benefits 
 
Frees up Production 
Storage Space 
 
Automated, Policy Based 
 
Secure and Efficient 
 
Shortens backup window 
 
Centralized, Web based 
Management 
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